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The many happy owners of ONPICALO after his most recent win at Moonee Valley

From the Stable
Our much loved 6yo ONPICALO continues to fly the
flag for his terrific group of owners and on Saturday 18th
June he did just that again by scoring impressively at
Moonee Valley winning the Travis Harrison Cup which
was Heat 5 of the Victorian Winter Championship.
Coming across from an outside alley boom apprentice
Ben Thompson had ONPICALO in front by the time that
they had reached the first corner and surprisingly was
able to dictate at his leisure after that. His nemesis from
Sandown Kenjorwood tried to apply the pressure at the
600 meter mark however the 2.5kg swing around in the
weights was too much for him and ONPICALO had him
beat from that point and he only battled into 3rd whilst
Mick’s other runner in the race Fast And Free ran on
well for second showing that he is making good progress
and will be a horse to watch in his next couple of starts.
ONPICALO’S win Satur day was his 8th win fr om 33
starts and takes his prizemoney now to a tick over
$375,000. He will now be saved for the Winter
Championship Final at Flemington on Saturday July 9
where if he finds conditions to suit will again be most
competitive as he really does have a dynamic soft track
record only being unplaced twice from 12 starts on soft
ground and winning 5!
Whilst ONPICALO is currently the only horse racing
right now there is a hell of a lot work going on behind
the scenes to ensure that there will be plenty of action in
the months ahead. Our old warrior LE BONSIR had a set
back after his most recent run at Flemington back in May
and is making slow progress in his efforts to get back to

the track. He is back in at Caulfield and we are hoping
that he can get to the races this time around as he has
really been one of our flag ship horses over a long
period of time but is now very much in the twilight of
his career. VIBRANCE is another horse who has been
hampered with a couple of niggles and a virus which
temporarily sees her on the sidelines however she is
expected back into Caulfield very soon and to continue
on with her current program. She is a mare suited to
racing on the softer tracks and with her now being a 58
rater gives her every opportunity to return to the
winners stall in the weeks ahead!
Behind the scenes we have had a number of immature
horses that have needed time that have all had preps and
that we have had to spend some time on waiting for
them to mature up. FUTURE IN DOUBT is one of
those horses who has raced well, particularly last start at
Ballarat in April where she only got beat 1.85 to a
subsequent Metropolitan winner in Divine Chills with
the 3rd horse in that race Avenue Whisper also
subsequently winning and placing in town after that.
That race was a very good form race and although
FUTURE IN DOUBT will be a much better hor se
next time in when she does mature up physically is
currently in pre-training and very close to entering
Caulfield where the softer tracks that we should be
experiencing in the weeks ahead will be an asset to her.
FEZFORSURE and SLEEPY CAT ar e also two
horses needing to mature up. SLEEPY CAT fell away at

ONPICALO heading for victory
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Our impressive Ocean Park filly in her gear at Matamata

the end of her last prep however has had a nice spell and
is ready to resume work whilst FEZFORSURE got to
the trial stage and has only just recently hit the spelling
paddocks. He has actually done a pretty good job doing
what he has since coming over from NZ being by an
English Derby winner in POUR MOI but now it is time
to develop and strengthen and Cloverdale at Pakenham
South is the place for that! Also at Cloverdale is
NORTHERN CHARM who is r ecover ing fr om an
injury that she sustained at Pakenham at her last start
where her run was too bad to be true for nothing to have
gone wrong. Her run previous to Pakenham where she
finished 3rd running on was sound and this extended
prep will just be what she looking for from a physical
view point and looks a horse that will get out in trip
when she fully physically matures up and gets used to
the rigours of racing.
Our two SMART MISSILE 2YO’s BALLISTIC
MISSILE and SMARTSON ar e again two hor ses
that we feel will go on and make nice horses when they
fully mature and indeed SMARTSON has resumed pretraining with John Ledger at Wangaratta whilst
BALLISTIC MISSILE still has a few weeks to go
spelling. SMARTSON raced in VERY good company
last prep only narrowly missing on breaking his Maiden
status in March being defeated by Pop who culminated
his prep by running in a GROUP 1 at Randwick only
going under a tick over 4 lengths in the Champagne
Stakes! He has come back better than ever and spelled
terrific at Cloverdale. He will make a lovely staying
3YO and will be around at the right time in the Spring
should he measure up. Mick and I are of the same belief
that 2000 metres will be no issue to this guy where all he
has ever shown us is that he wants to stay and whilst is
unusual for the breed to be looking for a trip he will be a
horse that we feel will give a very good kick at the end
of 2000 metres and accordingly will be trained that way
this time around! He has always been tough and sound

and these are 2 qualities that do go into making a nice
staying horse! One horse that we are waiting on with
anticipation is our Exceed And Excel filly
EXFLYTATIONS who has only r ecently gone shin
sore for the second time after showing good ability.
She still hasn’t made the trial stage as yet however she
is a filly that we are sure will acquit herself very well
when she gets there and is currently enjoying a nice
break at Cloverdale where she will receive all of the
TLC that is required!
NZ has been our little sleeper of late but plenty of
action is going on over there with our horses coming
in and going out of their respective preps. Our CAPE
BLANCO/LITTLE TEE filly is being taken along
slowly but is ticking all of the boxes. Michelle
Norman of Kilmore Farm where our horses agist
commented that she did spell particularly well at her
last break and did grow and develop quite
substantially. CAPE BLANCO’S are a breed that do
take time and this filly is no different. She has shown
that she doesn’t want to be part of the 2YO action so
we have respected that however she is currently in
work at Matamata and after a further spell and another
prep will be coming over to Australia as will our
OCEAN PARK/MISS JAYDEEJAY filly who
unlike our CAPE BLANCO filly has shown that she is
very natural and with a faultless attitude is progressing
through the system very quickly and very well. The
plan for her is to spell again at Kilmore Farm after
completing her current prep with Jim Cherry and then
to reassess as to whether she can come over or have
one further prep with Jim. She is bred to stay so we
will honor that pedigree until we get the word that her
ability suggests something different. She is a class
filly and was the pick of all of the fillies at the 2015
NZ Weanling sales and has developed accordingly!
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Our gorgeous Tavistock/Ode filly purchased at the recent NZ Weanling Sales

Class of 2016
Our class of 2016 was completed over in NZ last
month with the addition of an outstanding
weanling for $60,000 by the sire of the moment in
TAVISTOCK - a stallion that has taken all before
him and has 4 GROUP 1 Winners to his credit this
racing year in WERTHER, TARZINO, TAVAGO
and VOLKSTOK’N’BARRELL. Out of the
Exceed And Excel mare in ODE this filly just
oozed class at the sale and according to Australia’s
leading Bloodstock Manager John Foote who I
was fortunate to have had with me at these sales
was the best walker of all the TAVISTOCK’S that
presented at this sale. She is a typical
TAVISTOCK whose Gr and Dam LOVELORN
won a GROUP 1 VRC Oaks so we have plenty of
reason to be excited with this filly. With the recent
unfortunate passing of our Adelaide Magic
Millions Not A Single Doubt filly to severe

infection we are left with our Gold Coast Magic
Millions PIERRO filly who has really bloomed
since we purchased her in January and our
cracking SEBRING Colt from Sydney Classic.
Both of these horses broke in super with John
Ledger and both possess outstanding attitudes. The
PIERRO filly is cur r ently in wor k with J ohn to
good reports whilst the SEBRING Colt will not be
far behind-more news on them shortly! Also
making up our class of 2016 is our two homebreds
which includes our STATUE OF LIBERTY/
READY MADE FAMILY filly AND our BEL
ESPRIT/ROCOCCO colt. Both hor ses again
broke in sweetly with our STATUE OF LIBERTY
filly currently in work with John Ledger whilst our
BEL ESPRIT colt will be given a bit of extr a
time in the paddock due to his large frame and
constant growth spurts but will not be far behind!

Our Tavistock/Ode filly in the ring on the way to being purchased by United Syndications

Broodmares
ROYAL CHARADES - In foal to NOT A SINGLE DOUBT - Due date 16th NOVEMBER.
LOVEYAMADLY - In foal to SNITZEL - Due date 5th AUGUST.
ROCOCCO - In foal to WRITTEN TYCOON - Due date 10th AUGUST.
ROYAL SNITZEL - To be served by WRITTEN TYCOON.

